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 win32) and to convert your file as the following: This feature requires a 64-bit computer. The following are some tips for optimization: The current version of AVI Converter supports the following devices, and even more up-to-date hardware will be supported as time goes by. Note that new hardware may be supported after a set of devices have been supported in the previous version. For example,
the following devices are supported in version 5.2.0108: Note: When converting the following devices to or from HD, go to Device's "Custom Settings". Output Properties and Quality The output properties are set up in the Output Settings page. To select the maximum resolution, click "Up" or "Down", which shows the maximum resolution for the selected input, and the minimum resolution for the

selected output. The quality of the output can be adjusted by adjusting the following properties: Frame rate can be set, allowing you to adjust the frame rate according to your needs. Minimum frame rate can be set, allowing you to control the minimum frame rate that should be used. Bitrate can be set, allowing you to control the bitrate for the selected codec, or just control the bitrate for all codecs. If
the bitrate is lower than the minimum frame rate, the bitrate will be set to the minimum frame rate, which is 20 for all the codecs in AVI Converter. For other media formats, e.g. DVD formats, you need to refer to their documentation. For HEVC (H.265) video, the frame rate can be set up between 1 and 60, and for H.264, it can be set up between 1 and 30. Temporal Adaptation refers to the

Temporal Layer in H.264 video. For most videos, Temporal Adaptation does not need to be adjusted. But for some videos, you might need to adjust it. For more information, you can refer to the official documents from the HEVC standard. MP3, AAC, AIFF, MP2, and 3GP can be converted to MP3. The AAC-LC and 3GP-S profile are supported for playback on mobile devices. VBR and CBR can
be selected for VBR or CBR mode. The CBR mode refers to Constant Bitrate. The VBR mode refers to Variable Bitrate. Bitrate can be set. Adjust the 520fdb1ae7
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